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 Cfg HxD advapi32.sys bsdmain.dll process of my Problem!:I am just now doing a Windows Full Install on my pc, and at the point where it reboots after install, I get "A stop error has occured. Please start the computer manually." On it's own, it does start (it was actually part of another problem), but the error is there. No computer user can access the PC. I've searched, and nothing seems to be wrong.
I have not ran MemTest86+ (yet). Please help. I have multiple computers with the same problem, but I just want to fix it on this one. 1.1.4.1 Nov 21, 2012- Works great. 1.1.4.0 Nov 19, 2012- 1.1.3.2 Oct 24, 2012- Don't use the versions 1.1.x. I have a very buggy implementation of what I'm calling LoadDeferred.dll, and I have no idea why people kept updating to these versions. Version 1.1.2.0. of

LoadDeferred.dll just worked flawlessly. I have a issue with a client using Office 16, but it is not the version (Office is a Client's OS Version is Vista, Office 16 is 1607. And I'm having a hard time finding a proper fix for it. Right now I'm using the version 1.0.2.2, it is a bit of an overkill. 1.0.2.2 May 20, 2012- The key is in the file I/O.ini 1.0.2.1 May 15, 2012- Fixed bug #2582 1.0.2.0 May 11,
2012- The only known bug that is not being fixed, yet is unknown: "The entire def file of the program may not get loaded in one or two second. You may need to restart the computer after that time." This occurs when the Open Def files menu option is selected. The library the Open Def files is loading is LoadDeferred.dll, version 1.0.0.0. NOTE: The versioning is not a bug, 82157476af
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